
 

 

The American Warrior 

 

 Our Nation, The United States of America, is made up of a multiplicity of Human Personali-
ties, Ethnicities, Religions and Cultures greater that you can possibly imagine.  The majority of us 
are hard working, caring Americans who want to see peace and prosperity for everyone seeking it.  I 
have always thought that the American way of life would always be protected by one of our most  

Ardent Foundational Principals - “The Rule of Law”. That’s why Lady Justice wears the blindfold - 

or so I was taught.  The Law of the Land is to be equally availed to whosoever falls beneath her      
banner.  But, there has always been one ideological concept that has blended the “Melting Pot” of 
our society together …….  

“Freedom For All” - “Thinking Freedom” - “Socializing Freedom” 

 “Worshiping Freedom” -  “Loving Freedom” - “Living Freedom” - “Dying Freedom” 

   Blended all together it spells AMERICA 

 

 So, with this in mind, at the age of 17, I was no different than multiple thousands of other 
American youths who were ready and willing to enlist in one of our branches of Military Service.  I 
chose The Marine Corps.  I was proud to join, but utterly amazed to graduate from Boot Camp at 
Paris Island, South Carolina in 1963. After all, I grew up hearing that it was the responsibility of 
every Freedom Loving American man to join.  If so called upon, we were to be ready and willing to 
fight our enemies “Over There” - to keep the fight from ever being “Over Here”.  We thought we 
did exactly what we were trained to do.  After a Campaign in Dominican Republic in 1965 and a   
Deployment to Chu-Lai Vietnam in 1966, I returned home to Elizabethtown, Ky.  But, something had 

gone wrong with the whole “Over There” and “Over Here” scenario.   
 

 To the surprise and dismay of countless Combat Veterans who returned from the Vietnam 
War, we witnessed  that the “Over There” was already “Over Here”.   Our own generation had     
ushered in the beginning of the Marxist, Socialist movement.  The United States of America was well 
on her way to growing the Vile Anarchist Cancer we see in our streets today.  Those Anti-American 

movements - and there are many - have grown into  Stage 4 Life Destroying - God Hating      

Human Cesspools of Cancers.  Each cancer is embedded in a vital organ of A Freedom loving 

America.  For America to survive the onslaught of this vile attack,  the America Patriot must         

activate the cure.     
 
 

2  Chron 7:14  NIV  
If my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek 
my face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive 
their sin and will heal their land.  

 

 

THOSE WHO DO NOT HEED THE WORD OF GOD ARE DESTINED TO DIE BY IT.           

 

 

YOUR PASTOR LOVES YOU 07-12-2020 


